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Effects of the lexicon and context 
on speech production



Word recognition

The speed an accuracy of word recognition depends on:
• Word frequency
• Neighborhood density

– and frequency of neighbors
• Contextual predictability

• Speech production is also affected by these factors.



Effects of lexical statistics on production
• Wright (2004) found that neighborhood density/relative 

frequency affects pronunciation of isolated words.
• ‘Hard words’ - low frequency, high neighborhood density
• ‘Easy words’ - high frequency, low neighborhood density
• Vowels in hard words are more dispersed from each other in 

F1*F2 space than vowels in easy words.

Figure by MIT OpenCourseWare.
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Listener-Oriented Speakers

• It has been hypothesized that the production and 
perception effects are linked:
– Words that are more difficult to recognize are 

pronounced more clearly.



Production and perception
Broad outlines of an explanatory model of the effects of 

frequency, neighborhood density etc on production (Wright 
2004, Scarborough 2004, 2006):

• Speaker wishes to be understood.
• Speaker wishes to minimize the effort involved in speech 

production.
• Reduced effort tends to lead to reduced identifiability of 

words.
• Optimal strategy: reduce effort more where clarity is less 

important, i.e. where top-down evidence makes it easier for a 
listener to identify a word - Hyper- & Hypoarticulation theory 
(Lindblom 1990).



Are speakers altruistic or selfish?
• Implication of H&H account of pronunciation variability: Speakers 

estimate listener difficulty moment to moment and adjust clarity of speech 
accordingly.
– Speaker has a model of the listener (altruistic speaker).

• Alternative line of analysis: Speakers are selfish.
– Speakers do not track listener difficulty.
– Pronunciation variation is related to speaker difficulty with lexical 

access for production:
• Slower lexical access results in clearer speech.

– To the extent that ease of lexical access is similar for speaker and 
hearer, similar results are predicted (but there are differences).

– But why does slow lexical access result in clearer speech?



Frequency and Neighborhood Density:
Munson & Solomon (2004)

• Point out that Wright (a) confounded frequency and 
neighborhood density, (b) didn’t measure duration, so we can’t 
be sure if neighborhood density affects vowel formants 
directly or via vowel duration.

Figure by MIT OpenCourseWare.
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Experiment 1

• Words read in isolation by 10 subjects.
• Vowel space is expanded in Hard words (mean Euclidian 

distance of vowels from the mean F1, F2 of all vowels).
• Vowels were shorter in hard words (222 ms vs. 232 ms).

Image removed due to copyright restrictions.
Please see Figures 1 and 2 in Munson, B., and N. P. Solomon. "The Effect of Phonological Neighborhood Density on Vowel Articulation."
Journal of Speech, Language, and Hearing Research 47 (2004): 1048-1058.



Experiment 2
• 4 classes of words, crossing:

– high vs. low frequency
– high vs. low neighborhood density

• 20 words /class
• Duration:

– High frequency words had shorter vowels 
(205 ms vs. 211 ms)

– No effect of neighborhood density.
• Vowel space expansion:

– Less expanded in high frequency words.
– More expanded in high neighborhood density 

words.
– No significant interaction.

Image removed due to copyright restrictions.
Please see Figures 3 in Munson, B., and N. P. Solomon.
"The Effect of Phonological Neighborhood Density on
Vowel Articulation." Journal of Speech, Language, and
Hearing Research 47 (2004): 1048-1058.



Selfish speakers and neighborhood density

• The H&H account: Words from dense neighborhoods/low 
frequency words are pronounced more clearly because the 
speaker knows they are likely to be more difficult for listeners
to recognize.

• Speaker-oriented account (e.g. Pierrehumbert 2002): 
– Speakers have to perform lexical access in speech 

production.
– Hypothesize that high neighborhood density impedes 

lexical access in production.
– Slower lexical access results in clearer pronunciation.



Selfish speakers and neighborhood density

• But high neighborhood density can actually speed lexical 
access in production: Pictures are named more quickly when 
their names are in dense neighborhoods (Vitevitch 2002).

• Lexical access in production starts from meaning, so there is 
no problem of competition based on phonetic similarity.

• Vitevitch offers two explanations for the facilitatory effect of 
dense neighborhoods:

• In an ‘interactive activation model’: activation spreads 
between phonetically similar words. In dense neighborhoods 
more activation ‘reverberates’ back to the target word.

• OR: words in dense neighborhoods generally involve more 
common sound sequences - perhaps the motor plans for 
frequent sound sequences are easier to access/assemble.



Lexical access and neighborhood density

• Munson (2004) directly tested the ‘lexical access’ account of 
neighborhood density effects:

• Four classes of words crossing:
– High vs. low frequency
– High vs. low neighborhood density

• Subjects read words in two conditions:
– Read word immediately on presentation.
– Wait 1000 ms after presentation before speaking word.

• Assumption: 1000 ms delay gives speakers plenty of time to 
complete lexical access, so difficulty with lexical access 
should not affect pronunciation at this time lag. 



Munson (2004) results
• In both conditions vowels were more dispersed in words from dense 

neighborhoods.
– suggests effect of neighborhood density is not due to speaker 

difficulty with lexical access.
• The effect of frequency depends on condition:

– No delay: vowels more dispersed in low frequency words.
– Delay: effect of frequency not significant.
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Contextual predictability and speech 
production

• H&H theory predicts that speaker clarity should generally 
mirror listener difficulty with lexical access.

• Given the evidence above concerning word recognition 
performance, we should expect to find:
1. Reduced clarity where a word is predictable from 

context.
2. Reduced effects of frequency/neighborhood density in 

contexts where a word is more predictable.
• Some evidence for (1), e.g Lieberman (1963), Hunnicutt

(1985), Fowler & Housum (1987), Bell et al (2003).
• Only one inconclusive test of (2).



Contextual predictability and speech 
production

• Lieberman (1963):
– The word you will hear is nine.
– A stitch in time saves nine.

• Words excised from predictable contexts are less accurately 
identified in noise.

• Hunnicutt (1985) replicated and extended this result.
– Assessed predictability of words by Cloze procedure: 

Present sentences with word left out. Ask subjects to guess 
the missing word. Cloze probability = proportion of correct 
guesses.

• No investigation of the acoustic bases of these effects.



Repetition and speech production

• Fowler & Housum (1997) examined the pronunciation and 
perception of first and second uses of words in a monologue 
(Garrison Keillor - 35 pairs of words) and some short news 
interviews (45 pairs).

• Second mentions should generally be more predictable.
• Very high frequency words excluded (function words).
• Measured:

– Word duration.
– Peak amplitude.
– f0 of stressed vowel.



Repetition and speech production

• New words were longer, louder and had higher f0.
– Only the duration effect is statistically reliable across 

speakers. 

• A subsequent experiment established that old words were, on 
average, more predictable in a Cloze task:
– New 18.3% correct vs. Old 31.1% correct
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Figure by MIT OpenCourseWare.



Repetition and speech production
• Words from the first experiment were excised and presented for 

identification by subjects (+ confidence rating /5)
– Both versions of each word were heard in separate blocks.
– Order or pairs counter-balanced across subjects.

• Repeated words are less accurately identified.
• Accuracy correlated with duration difference (new-old).
• Words identified more accurately on second presentation.

– repetition facilitates recognition (i.e. could offset reduction).
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Figure by MIT OpenCourseWare.



Self-centered behavior in production of 
repetitions

• Bard et al (2000) examined shortening of repeated words in 
spontaneous dialogues produced in the context of a ‘map task’.

• Two participants each have a map, one showing a route. Not 
all landmarks are shown on both maps.

• Subject with the route map instructs the second subject on how 
to reproduce the route on his/her map.

• Elicits spontaneous speech, but with multiple mentions of 
items marked on the maps.

• Basic set-up: look for effects of repetition on intelligibility of 
words.

• Twist: subjects repeat the task with two partners. Will they 
produce clear, longer pronunciations on first mentions to a 
new listener?



Self-centered behavior in production of 
repetitions

• Each subject lead two partners through the same map task.
• Key words were excised from the recorded dialogues and 

presented in noise for identification in a follow-up experiment.
• Durations of words were also measured.



Self-centered behavior in production of 
repetitions

• Intelligibility and duration 
of first mentions of 
landmarks were reduced in 
second trial, even though 
they were new to the 
second listener.

• Speakers seem to act as if 
an item is old if it is old to 
them, even if it is new to 
the listener (‘egocentric’).
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Self-centered behavior in production of 
repetitions

• Bard et al’s results might be attributed to effects of lexical access (priming).
• Bard et al actually argue that speakers are incompetent altruists: tracking 

listener needs is simply too demanding, so speakers usually make the 
simplifying assumption that listeners know what they know.

• A further complication: Bard et al (2000) did not compare repeated 
interactions with the same vs. different listeners. The second listener was 
always new.

• Gregory (2001) had speakers tell a story twice, either to the same listener or 
to two different listeners.
– Measured durations of repeated referring expressions (e.g. names).
– When hearer changes for second narration, first use in second narration 

is longer than first use in narration 1 (n.s.)
– When hearer is the same for both narrations, first use in narration 2 is 

shorter than first use in narration 1.
– Indicates that speakers can take listener knowledge into account.



Listener-oriented behavior in speech 
production

• While a variety of the effects predicted by the H&H model 
have been observed (neighborhood density, frequency, 
predictability), there are alternative ‘selfish’ explanations for 
most of them.

• H&H theory offers a simple, unified account of these 
phenomena, the speaker-oriented analysis are more ad hoc 
(e.g. why should slower lexical access result in clearer speech?
Lexical access cannot explain neighborhood density effects, 
etc.)

• It is clear that H&H theory needs to be supplemented by an 
account of how well speakers track listener needs.
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A Bayesian model of the listener - context 
effects

• The Bayesian analysis implies that word frequency 
affects word recognition because it is a good basis for 
estimating prior probability of a word in the absence 
of any other constraint.

• But in general the prior probability of a word depends 
on context, e.g. discourse topic, previous words, 
syntactic structure.

• Ideal listener should incorporate these contextual 
effects into estimates of prior probabilities.
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